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Radical Visionaries Feminist Therapy Pioneers
Cheri DiNovo. A United Church minister and former NDP MPP in Ontario, DiNovo has long lived out the revolutionary implications she finds in the gospels—even before she became a Christian. As a young ...
‘Faith demands action’: A conversation with Cheri DiNovo
The Feminist Press started the year with ... the building blocks for a better world through a radical, queer, erotic vision. The title We Too is a play on #MeToo. Echoing Ida contains a chapter ...
Toward Radical, Queer, Erotic Movement-Building
In the 1960s in the United States, with the civil rights movement in full swing, entertainer Danny Thomas took a stand for justice and equality that changed the course of history for kids diagnosed ...
Local Black philanthropists form committee to save children’s lives
Although not everyone shares this opinion of the in north London to the feminist writer Mary Wollstonecraft ... voices in the period of our nation's history which is often termed the Enlightenment ...
Mary Wollstonecraft statue: a provocative tribute for a radical woman
His vision was sorely needed ... of nature and problems of human beings in their working places. This will be therapy for all of the problems we are standing before." After all, what inspires ...
Why planting a tree is a radical act
A Raisin in the Sun is likely the most widely produced play by an African-American playwright in history. It first appeared on Broadway ... Soyica Diggs Colbert’s brilliant new Radical Vision: A ...
In Her Own Voice
This is the second guest post discussing Abigail Shrier's Irreversible Damage: The Transgender Craze Seducing Our Daughters solicited from experts in transgender medical care. In this p ...
Irreversible Damage to the Trans Community: A Critical Review of Abigail Shrier’s book Irreversible Damage (Part One)
Although he died more than a century ago, his obsessions—about the sanctity of heterosexual marriage, the blasphemy of contraception, the heinousness of abortion, and the existential social threat of ...
The 20th Century Smut Shamer
The Hungarian biomedical researcher, who currently works for the University of Basel in Switzerland, was at a conference where he described a radical ... man's vision using their gene therapy ...
In a huge advance for gene therapy, inserting algae genes in a human partially cures blindness
Don’t let the length or density of Sasha Issenberg’s new book put you off – it is a must-read on the fight for true civil rights ...
The Engagement review: a tour de force on the fight for same-sex marriage
In “Another History of Art,” which is out this month, from Fantagraphics, Kunz offers another feminist but far more fantastical vision of art history, with portraits by such imagined figures ...
Anita Kunz’s COVID-Induced Creative Outburst
In the 1970s, the feminist ... radical, progressive or outside of social norms” (2007, 33). For example, Lisa Duggan (2002) suggests that a new homonormativity has appeared, a uniform neoliberal ...
Queer Looks On Architecture: From Challenging Identity-Based Approaches To Spatial Thinking
When we’re considering marginalized people’s bodily autonomy, we must question how we perceive who is allowed to safely make a family.
Gestational Mortality Isn’t Just a Cisgender Issue
Meet the Radical Monarchs, a group of young girls of color at the front lines of social justice. Set in Oakland, a city with a deep history of ... a way to connect our vision to the kind of ...
We Are The Radical Monarchs Lesson Plan: Youth Leadership in Action
Since they emerged in the 1940s, slimming clubs have provided emotional succour, drawn criticism from feminists and attempted to reinvent themselves as purveyors of wellness – all proof, writes ...
“Make love not midnight snacks”: a social history of slimming clubs
the sense that mainstream gay groups were ready to bottle up the group's more radical impulses kept many in the fight as the 20th century shaded into the 21st, unappeased by a vision of ...
Queer to the Left came to raise hell
The iconic actress is known for "The Devil Wears Prada" and "Mamma Mia," but of her 74 films, critics preferred "Everybody Knows... Elizabeth Murray." ...
All of Meryl Streep's movies, ranked
The 'neo-republican turn' has seen scholars using the classical republican tradition in reconstructing and developing a vision ... radical republican politics. It will appeal to researchers and ...
Republicanism and the Future of Democracy
Amanda Parker founded Inc Arts with the goal of championing inclusive change across the creative industries – here she tells us about her vision of ... doesn’t feel radical, the approach ...
If we’re going to build a more inclusive Britain, we must stop shaming those who get it “wrong” along the way
He recently talked with OPB Weekend Edition host John Notarianni about his vision of a Jesus Christ ... “Christianity at its core is subversive, but radical evil wants complacency, not subversion.
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